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7. REcoMBINANT PoETIcS AND
RELATED DATABASE AESTHETIcS

BILL SEAMAN

-{n embodied approach to computing acknowledges the importance of
the physicality of experience as it falls within the continuum that bridges
the physical with the digital. To illuminate the operative nature of database

aesthetics, one needs to point at a number of human processes-memory,
thought, association, cataloging, categorizing, framing, contextualizing, de-

;ontextualizing, and recontextualizing, as well as grouping. The production
of boundary objects,r grammars of information, grammars of attention,
ihe production of media constellations, and the exploration of principles of
combinatorics2 all become potential variables for employment in the cre-
ation of interactive works of art. Of critical importance is interface design-
both physical and digital, as well as how human processes become opera-
iive through the functional nature of a relevant, robust, digitally encoded

environment.

A database is derived through human activity leading to residues and/or

-nscriptions of experience, including such creative processes as the shooting

and editing of video, the sculpting of virtual objects, the construction of
:onic content, the composition of musical fragments or selections, the writ-
:ng of poetic texts, the spoken recording of text, the naming of files, and the

;onceptual design of specific operative structures. Writing code is also a

luman process. Richard Hamilton and Ecke Bonk provide this perspective:

A computer language is a notation for the unambiguous description of com-

puter programmes. Such languages are synthetic in their vocabulary; punctu-

ation, grammar, sFntax and semantics are precisely defined in the context of a

particular operating system. They suffer from an inability to cope with auton-

omous expression-an essential attribute of an organic language. The poetic

of computers lies in the genius of individual programmers to express the beauty

of their thought using such an inexorable medium.3
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The human, the computer, code, and other mediated technology become
enfolded through an ongoing flow of commingled energy processes in the
service of human expression. Central to these processes is the notion of
combinatorics. The mathematician Claude Berge, a member of OULIPO,{
in Principles of Combinatorlcs provides this definition:

We wish to offer here a definition of combinatorics, which depends on a very
precise concept of"configuration." A configuration arises every time objects

are distributed according to certain predetermined constraints. Cramming
miscellaneous packets into a drawer is an example of a configuration. . . . The

concept of configuration can be made mathematically precise by defining it
as a mapping of a set of objects into a finite abstract set with a given structure;

for example, a permutation of n objects is a "bijection of the set of n objects

into the ordered set 1,2, . . . , n." Nevertheless, one is only interested in map-

pings satisfring certain constraints.s

The database aesthetic puts the poetic nature of composition, media con-
figuration, sequence, media "distribution," and differing qualities of articu-
lation in line (andlor in virtual timelspace when we consider virtual space)

with the constraint-based nature of combinatorics. Modular media-elements
and/or processes are designated and/or addressed via code-enabling alter-
nate subsections of code to become functional through a particular struc-
tural set of operative strategies that link digital potentials with multimodal
physical phenomena.

Computation enables structural mappings across domains that traverse
from the analog to the digital and/or become enabled as differing parts of
a dynamic system. Such works always depend on physical space and human
action in that these works are always embedded within a particular envi-
ronment or presented via distributed space, where they are embedded within
a set of interconnected physical spaces. They always depend on bodies for
the activation of potential media flows, even if on the lowest level this is

achieved only through observation as interaction. Particular computer-
mediated mapping, operative code environments, and the dynamic coupling
with physical space across differing potential domains enable media to be
contextualized, recontextualized, or reconfigured in an ongoing manner.
Contemporary dynamic approaches to media production provide an en-
hanced potentiality of relational intra-action between physical space and
digital processes.

In particular, this is not a narrative strategy. It is a poetic approach to
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the combination and recombination of loaded poetic fields-be they imag-

istic, musical, textually sonic, visually textual, sculptural, environmental, or
interface-related. Narrative is not central to the work. Observation of con-

figurations of media fragments arising and changing through time-based

exploration is pivotal. Thus no fixed narrative is sought-only a catalogue

of shifting impressions and evocations. Interpretation is open and ongoing-
an operative meaning-becoming.

Certainly one precursor/inspiration for this work (and my Red Dice) is

St6phane Mallarm6's'A Throw of the Dice Will Never Annul Chance."6 This

fascinating poem explores specific layout techniques as an analog structur-
ing device.T Where Mallarm6's poem explored distribution across a zD

page, The World Generator explores the potential open afiangement of media-

elements in a virtual volume.

Umberto Eco describes the open work 'A work of art is a complete and

closed form in its uniqueness as a balanced organic whole, while at the same

time constituting an open product on account of its susceptibility to count-
less different interpretations which do not impinge on unadulterable spe-

cificity. Hence every reception of a work of art is an interpretation and a

performance of it, because in every reception the work takes on a fresh per-

spective for itself."s The World Generator seeks to point at the continuum

that bridges the embodied physicality of sensual experience as one inter-

mingles with both local and/or distributed digital evocations in an "open"

manner.

MEMoRY THEATERS AND ASSOCIATION

Two relevant precursors include the history of the memory theater as de-

scribed in The Art of Memoryby Francis Yates, in which she explores mem-

ory techniques, as well as memory-oriented physical "architectures" and

devices.e A second important precursor is Vannevar Bush's plans for the

Memexro-designed to facilitate the exploration of "trails and webs of asso-

ciation." The database in my case is used to navigate the open potentials of
poetic expression, dynamic association through human process' and emer-

gent meaning arising out of these processes.rl

I have approached the aesthetic and operative nature of the database for
more than twenty years in my artistic practice. In particular, I have focused

on meta-meaning production using navigation and combinatorial strate-

gies across a series of technological substrates. Perhaps the most complex

of the works is TheWorld Generator / The Engine of Desire (r996-present)-
a virtual world-generating system that specifically draws on the potentials
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of the database aesthetic (a collaboration with the programmer Gideon

Muy).t, I will elaborate on this work as one salient example of the potential

of exploring database aesthetics.

TheWorld Generatorwas a response to the question: If we thinkwords are

particularly inadequate in reflecting the complexity of media environments

in terms of meaning generation, could we build a device that better enables

onetocometounderstandthenatureofmeaningproduction?Through
interaction 

" 
) intra-action, one can witness meaning as it is being formed

and changed based on individual and group involvement'

RECOMBINANT POETIC ATTRIBUTES

specific attributes are common to all of the works that I consider to be Re-

combinantPoeticworks.Eachworkcontainsoneormoreofthefollowing:

r. A database of media-elements.

2. An operative set of interactive digital processes'

3. A particular content-based strategy toward human/computer

interaction.

4. An interface combining both hardware and software strategies'

5. A focus on meta-meaning production'

6. A nonhierarchical poetic strategy exploring combinatorics'

7. The exploration of "fields of meaning" arising through dynamic

interaction with diverse media-elements'

8. An open, emergent, process-based approach to meaning production'

g.Theexplorationofimage,sonic,andtextualmediaintrarelations'
ro. Interactive engagement is sought to be empowered at a high level'

11. The artist involves media-construction as an active process in the

work, calling forth the exploration of multiple media-element

combinatorics and abstractions.

rz. The work becomes operative through a particular structural set of

potential relations.

r:. Both the potential for constructing of multiple spatial/temporal

structures as well as the displacement or disruption of those

structures is embodied in the work. (Displacement illuminates

placement.)

r4. The artist defines the approach to the art content'

I have come to call this approach recombinant poetics, primarily referrine

historically in my writing to this set of criteria in terms of generative virtual
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rirLlrlds. I now seek to extend this definition to a larger class of generative

norks that will explore differing media and their concomitant qualities,

.r.-:hough I will focus here on TheWorld Generalo6 a virtual world-generating

irsiem. (I created the term "recombinant poetics" in 1995.)13 The word "re-

:-.mbinant" is used in a metaphoric and poetic manner. In a scientific con-

:i-a-t it is defined as:

Recombinant:

Any new cell, individual, or molecule that is produced in the laboratory

by recombinant DNA technology or that arises naturally as a result of
recombination.

Recombinant DNA technology can be defined as:

In genetic engineering, a laboratory technique used to join deoxyribonu-

cieic acid from different sources to produce an individual with a novel gene

combination. Also known as gene splicing.ra

The metaphor of molecular generation through recombination is central.

Farticipants function in a unity with the media through interaction, bring-

ing a history of media relations with them as one particular field of mean-

ing relation.Is By operating on the media-elements in the works, they derive

or better create emergent meaning-intermingling their mind-set with the

interpenetrating fields of the media-elements that shift in meaning in relation

to constructed context and dynamic interaction. Just as in a molecule, the

combination of media-elements takes on a life and new qualities through

intermingling-the participant conceptually projects meaning across the

entirety of the ongoing experience. Meaning is accretive and functions as an

ongoing process of meaning-becoming.

A more succinct definition of the term "recombinant poetics" follows: art-

rvorks that exemplify recombinant poetics are characterized by the interac-

tion of a participant with a computer-mediated mechanism that enables the

participant to become actively engaged with aspects of experience arising

from the combination and recombination of text, image, and/or music/sound

elements. The functionality of these works is made operative within an

authored computer-mediated generative environment. It is the technologi-

cal functionality of this mechanism that enables direct engagement with
digital (and/or analog) media-elements. These modular variables of text,

image, and music/sound can be observed as fields of meaning experienced

within avariety of constructed contexts through processes of interaction.l6

It must be noted that each of these works has been specifically authored to

examine emergent meaning.
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THE WoRLD GENERATOR / THE ENGINE OF DESIRE

In collaboration with the programmer Gideon May, I authored a complex

virtual world generator that enables users of the system to construct and

navigate virtual worlds in real time by making choices from a spinning vir-

tual interface of container wheels working in tandem with a physical inter-

face table. These virtual container wheels house an elaborate multimedia

database of media-elements and processes, including 3D objects' zD images,

poetic texts, musical loops, digital movies as well as processes relevant to

different forms of media construction and abstraction. Alternately, the par-

ticipant can explore a set of elaborate authored chance processes to con-

struct worlds. Participants can also do what Erkki Huhtamo calls "World

Processing," enabling them to edit and alter the virtual world in an active

manner. The interactant can also attach behaviors to the media-elements

and apply still and movie texture maps, as well as make the media-elements

transparent. When the participant navigates through the virtual world, a

"recombinant music" mix (another coinage of mine) is made, relevant to

each different navigation of the environment. The piece explores emergent

meaning and is different for each participant'

Here I will outline a set of salient characteristics pertinent to exploring

the database aesthetic as it relates lo The Woild Generator:

Set Theory

Central to database aesthetics is the notion of the arithmetic set. The con-

cept of the set enables different kinds of groupings to be defined and still

function as a unity. In such interactive works, meaning is always involved in

a process of becoming. What strategies does the database enable in relation

to the exploration of sets? The examination of a plurality of approaches to

a series of media-elements is explored. A multiplicity becomes an accretive

FIGURE 7.1. THE WORLD GENERATOR / THE ENGINE OF DESIRE. O BILL SEAMA\

WITH GIDEON MAY, PROGRAMMER, 1ggs_PRESENT.
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r:"di' of media over time and enables a dynamic investigation of recom-

:-red fragments to become a unity in an ongoing manner' This unity might

;::se through choice or through chance procedures. Users of the system can

r.rtentially use chance methods to define or choose a particular set from a

-ries of potential sets.

-\ particular set of approaches to chance procedures was developed to

:::.able a series of structural media construction strategies. One example,

--;1e "Random All" selection, enables the machine to choose from each of the

t'tabase categories and instantly construct a virtual world using parame-

::rs that focus the range of the chance processes, derive the positioning of

::ledia-elements, draw from a set of relevant media processes and attach

:articular behaviors to chance derived objects.

SMooTH AND STRIATED SPACE

The concept of both smooth and striated spaceas atticulated by Gilles Deleuze

and F6lix Guattari in AThousand Plateausis explored in an operative man-

:ter: "No sooner do we note a simple opposition between two kinds of space

-"han we must indicate a much more complex difference by virtue of which the

successive terms of the oppositions fail to coincide entirely. And no sooner

have we done that than we must remind ourselves that the two spaces in fact

erist only in mixture: smooth space is constantly being translated, traversed

into a striated space; striated space is constantly being reversed, returned to

a smooth space."17 By calling forth different media-elements and processes

in The World Generator, a participant can explore both a smo7th flowing

space, defined as movement within the virtual space' as well as interact with

operative fragments (sub-sets of this section) that can be recombined' recon-

textualized, viewed over and over again, and explored in differing ways de-

pending on the authored functionalities of the interface system. The World

Generator presents a series of "striated" containers to be drawn from in the

service of generating a virtual world. A participant can explore alternate

sets or fragments of this unity in differing orders. A structural fragment map

is articulated in a relevant manner, derived via the running of the machinic

code. This presents a map of all potential modular media-elements as well

as prospective media processes. These become oPerative access points on

the virtual menu system, coupling the generative nature of the virtual space,

which is brought to life via specific authored code, with a dynamically ex-

plored physical interface connection. Thus, the human participant, code,

hardware, environment, and related machines become intermingled through

a set of dynamic energY exchanges.
RE. O BrLL SEAMAN
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The Exploration of Levels and Qualities of Granularity

The exploration ofvirtual space enables edits and abstractions that poten-

tially aie fragments of the frame itself forming the illusion of a complex 3D

space. one *li"rrt characteristic particular to the database aesthetic is that

differing kinds of media elements and processes can be permutated and/or

interpenetrated, defining a potentially mutable media configuration that is

highly visually and sonically complex.

Resonance

The question for the author of such a work is: How can the form of the

work-its technological potentiality-fuse in a relevant and resonant man-

ner with the content of the work? ln The woild Generator, I was interested

in exploring a chosen set of aesthetic foci in relation to particular techno-

logical potentials. so the sets of sets accessed by the participant forms a

,rni,y orrt of fragments of attention-a unity that is somehow greater than

the sum of its parts. we could say that resonant meaning arises out of a his-

tory of multimodal sensual experience as it is brought to bear in the current

context-a context that is dynamically arising through interaction. This

context is loaded with particular meaning potentialities. The dynamic struc-

turing of media-elements forms an evocative meaning-becoming, yet ii

may iot attempt to follow a predefined "media grammar." In fact, each par-

ticipant defines his or her "use" of media in the virtual space within th:

range of the authored poetic/technological constraints'

The Rhizome

A growing, open "set" of experiences informing the understanding of a rto:i.

a.ises in conjunction with the initial interactive context, through subseque=

abstraction of the work as well as differing forms of recontextualization ar:

reproduction. Deleuze and Guattari describe this concept as the "line :,r

nigrrq'i" relation to their notion of the rhizome as developed in A Thorr-';r,"r

Plateaus.ts The concept of the rhizome is highly relevant to a discussior :r-'

shifting sets of configurations of media-elements. Although the word ---'-

zome" is often used, it seems relevant here to present their definition:

Let us summarize the principal characteristics of a rhizome: unlike trees :i
their roots, the rhizome connects any point to any other point and its tri:--;

are not necessarily linked to traits of the same natule; it brings into plav I e:-

different regimes of signs and even nonsign states. The rhizome is reduc:t:
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nr :<:iher the One or the multiple. It is not the One that becomes Two or even

ar=;11'three, four, five etc. It is not a multiple derived from the one, or to

n:-:h one is added (r7+1). It is comprised not of units but of dimensions, or

:a=;r directions in motion. It has neither beginning nor end, but always a

r,--dle (milieu) from which it grows and which it overspills. It constitutes lin-

s-- inultiplicities with n dimensions having neither subject nor object, which

-'- be laid out on a plane of consistency and from which the one is always

.c--tracted (r-r). When a multiplicity of this kind changes dimension, it nec-

-.arily changes in nature as well, undergoes a metamorphosis. Unlike a struc-

=:e, rvhich is defined by a set of points and positions, the rhizome is made

: :ii' of lines; Iines of segmentarity and stratification as its dimensions and the

--:e of flight or deterritorialization as the maximum dimension after which

=e multiplicity undergoes metamorphosis, changes in nature. These lines, or
-'9aments, should not be confused with lineages of the aborescent type, which

:re merely localizable linkages between points and positions. . . . Unlike the

:raphic arts, drawing or photography, unlike tracings, the rhizome pertains to

i map that must be produced, constructed, a map that is always detachable,

;onnectable, reversible, modifiable and has multiple entranceways and exits

and its own lines of flight.Ie

-trtus, The World Generator functions in a rhizomatic manner. Deleuze and

Guattari present a number of concepts that are relevant to recombinant poet-

:;s and the database aesthetic. The concept of the machinic assemblage is

:irotal.2o They describe their concept of the mixed-semiotic "machinic state-

tlent" or "enunciation": "What we term machinic is precisely this synthesis

of heterogeneities as such. Inasmuch as these heterogeneities are matters of

erpression, we say that their synthesis itself, their consistency or capture,

tbrms a properly machinic'statement' or'enunciation'' The varying rela-

tions into which a color, sound, gesture, movement' or position enters into

the same species and in different species, form so many machinic enuncia-

tions."2r Deleuze and Guattari describe an accumulation of the various en-

folded modes of the abstract machine as a "machinic assemblage."

States of Media

In terms of the concept of lines of flight, The World Generator has moved

through a number of iterations since its inception in 1995 and is currently

being re-authored for contemporary technological exploration. The impor-

tance of this approach to database aesthetics is that one version of the work

being operative allows a different "perspective" into the understanding of
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other versions. Each version in some way informs the evocative nature of
the others.

A networked version of the work has been shown internationally. This

version enables participants in two parts of the world to inhabit and oper-

ate within simultaneously generated copies of the same environment' com-

municate via videophone, and view the alternate participant as a video

avatar.As the participant moves in the alternate location, the participant's

avatar also moves, positioning itself in a relevant manner in the alternate

space.

A fapanese version of the work has also been authored, enabling partic-

ipants to network the ICC in Tokyo with the ZKM in Germany. A third ver-

sion has been authored for the Visualization Portal at UCLA, which is visible

on a one-hundred-sixty-degree screen, with literally hundreds of objects/

images in the environment as facilitated by an extremely powerful com-

puter-a Silicon Graphics Reality Monster.

The work provides a metatext related to virtual environments as one set

of media-elements for exploration. The text can be positioned in the virtual
world and navigated. Central to the work is meta-meaning production as

articulated through interaction with visual forms, image-based media forms,

music, spoken text, movies, image-based texture maps, and media behav-

iors. Users actually watch and listen to meaning arise, change, and be affected

in a dynamic manner as they interact F) intra-actwith the work.

The Generator Paradigm

The notion of the ongoing participatory generation of media environments

is crucial.22 This work explores a special set of qualities relevant to operative

database authorship. An enfolding of strategies enables the aesthetic and

the technologically pragmatic to intermingle in the service of poetic expres-

sion. The actual physical attributes of the medium must become married to

the content to produce resonant experience.

The Mutability of SensedTime

Another attribute that the differing playback of media material affords is

the potential to explore the mutability of sensed time. V/hen a work is being

explored as a flowing movement through virtual space, time may appear to

move at different speeds. Fragmentation can promote a feeling of the elon-

gation of time-as one observes the different media-elements and Processes
displayed in the menu system. Again, the flow of time falls in relation to

differing qualities of navigation as well as media playback configurations.
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-{ternately, the exploration of ambient audio loops prompts the feeling of
a meditative "suspension" of time.

RELEVANCE OF THE CUT-UP METHOD

Historically the example of the "formula" or "recipe" (or, shall we say' ana-

iog algorithm) is evident in different artists' approaches. Lewis Carroll,

Leconte de Lisle, and Tristan Tzara wrote related textual formulas. In the

rbllowing excerpt from Dada manifeste sur l'amour faible et l'amour omer

Dada manifesto on weak love and bitter love) is a translation from the

French of Tzara's formula:

To Write a Dada Poem: Take a newspaper. Take some scissors. Pick out an arti-

cle which is as long as you wish your poem to be. Cut out the article. Then cut

out carefully each of the words in the article and put them in a bag. Shake gen-

tly. Then take out each piece one after the other. Copy them down conscien-

tiously in the order in which they left the bag' The poem will resemble you

and you will find yourself to be an infinitely original writer with a charming

sensitivity even though you will not be understood by the vulgar.23

One set of operative strategies in The World Generafor is that a participant

can explore computer-based randomizing processes to generate alternate

audio/visual worlds. In particular, texts can be randomly spatialized to form

an exciting new navigable poetic form. Another early writer exploring the

cut-up, recipe method was Lewis Carroll. In the poem Poeta Fit, non Nas-

citur, Carroll lays out the following suggestion:

First learn to be spasmodic

A very simple rule.

For first you write a sentence,

And then you chop it small;

Then mix the bits and sort them out

Iust as they chance to fall;

The order of the phrases makes

No difference at all.

Then if you'd be impressive,

Remember what I say,

The abstract qualities begin

With capitals always:

The True, the Good, the Beautiful-Those are the things that pay.2a
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For each database-related work, one must define a classification system or

set of systems to enable specific media-elements to become operative in a

meaningful manner. Yet, chance methods are also relevant to media redis-

tribution and meaning production. Many of my works have explored chance

as a particular operative strategy. Because chance methodologies can derive

media-elements from a prescribed set of choices, the chance is semirandom

in nature. Marcel Duchamp's Three Standard Stoppages (rqi:-r+) could be

seen as a precursor for such an approach, where a single line of string was

dropped deriving three different forms/trajectories that he then glued to

boards. Unlike Duchamp, the trajectories that the participant derives are

not stored. Often I employ in my work machine-driven chance procedures

to derive new juxtapositions. This again speaks to the employment of "sets"

of media-elements.
To return to our genetic metaphor, Douglas Kahn and Gregory White-

head, in wireless Imagination, point toward this metaphor in william R.

Burroughs's "cut-up" work in relation to the generation of context:

The cut-ups were derived from reworked Dada collage techniques, but Bur-

roughs'ideas surrounding them, set forth in his novels, essays and audiotapes,

elaborated a new system of recorded sound that metaphorically extended the

idea of recording from a psychobiological recording at the ievel of the genetic

code-formed the cipher of the four DNA bases-on out to the realms of

political conspiracy and spiritist forces. This writing could tie together the pro-

liferating genetic material ofviruses, the s1'ntax oflanguage and the contagion

of ideologies, the segmentations of bodies and systems'2s

The modular fragment of media in a database is potentially alive with con-

tent, the qualities of the original recording, and the nature of the initial

context. The collision/contextual formings of these contexts' derived through

interaction, all facilitate what could be called "felt meaning." The constella-

tion that this material forms and re-forms seeks to transcend the singular

elements-as a molecule transcends the individual elements that make it
up. Thus, the active media meaning-forces provide the participant with an

evocative meaning space. Gendlin describes a "felt meaning" in terms of

everyday experience: "What goes through is much more than what we'har'a

(explicitly). . . .Any moment is a myriad richness, but rarely do we take the

time to'have'it. . . . Going through a simple act involves an enormous num-

ber of familiarities, Iearnings, senses for the situation, and understandings

of life and people, as well as many specifics of the given situation."26 As rse
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=rplore material in an interactive work, meaning arises out of a subject/

:bject unity.27 The participant draws on past experience and defines his or
rer own approach to understanding the connections between media frag-

nents selected from the database as these fragments fall together in a con-

:er-t that is being constructed in an ongoing manner. Thus, meaning is always

-nr-olved in a human process of becoming. Such work is always accretive in
rature and open in terms of ongoing meaning production.

I am interested in exploring Wittgenstein's concept of "the meaning of
:ire word is its use in language."28 Where Wittgenstein was primarily inter-
;sted in words, I have sought to illuminate experientially how context and

neaning become related as elucidated through the active exploration of
spatiotemporal media-element substitutions. One could watch meaning shift

:hrough the use of the system as potential choices were derived through
:nteraction.

Again, TheWoild Generatorfunctions as a meta-meaning, meta-machinic

.rssemblage.2e The expioration of the permutation of media-elements in time/
space presents a series of meaning-forces operating on one another. In my
dissertation I wrote at length about the concept of fields of meaning and I
ir-ill also discuss fields of meaning in relation lo TheWorld Generaforbelow

The menu system for The World Generator arose out of an earlier work
erploring audio/visual sentence construction: The Exquisite Mechanism of
Shivers (rqgr). Could the modules that build an audio/visual sentence be

modules of code that actually construct differing virtual worlds, or could

they actuate a particular set of modular media processes? Thus, could we
'begin to build a database of modular code structures that might be explored

through permutations? I am still developing this concept in my work and it
has huge potential in terms of the construction of mutable computer-based

tools and interface systems. The World Generator became one particular
answer to this question.

P HYs IcALF JD IG I TAL

-\lthough The World Generator is primarily digital in nature, the notion that
a selection of physical objects or behavioral processes can be dynamically
Iinked to a database of digital media-elements and processes is essential to

ivork that is growing out of this generator series. The computer can facili-
tate a linkage that is either entirely digital in nature or it can define a link-
age of the digital and the analog through authored associated mappings

across domains. Thus the metaphor of the database is made physical-sug-
gesting that a dynamically linked, systematic coded grouping can be enabled
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via code, conjoining the physical with the digital. In the inception of inter-

active media, we linked an analog laserdisc to a computer for interaction.

Now the potential is to associate any object or behavioral change in a phys-

ical space with linked media-elements and/or processes via new sensing and

authoring systems.30 At this point, the physical potentials of the interface

table drive the virtual potentialities of the work'

FIELDS OF MEANING

One of the most important characteristics of the database aesthetic is the

potential of bringing different fetds of meaning to play in the service of

meaning production. Virtual world generation opens an exciting set of oper-

ative poientials in relation to field exploration. In "Toward a Field Theory for

post-Modern Art," Roy Ascott has outlined an approach to meaning in the

arts in terms of fields. In this text Ascott lays out the potentials of a specific

behavioral mode of psychic interplay as a particular generative methodol-

ogy:..I would like to look at the attributes for a new paradigm for art, a field

theory that would replace the formalist modernist aesthetic. It takes as a

focus not form but behaviour; not an information model for sending/receir'-

ing of messages in a one-way linearity but the interrogation of probabilities

by the viewer; it looks at a system in which the art work is a matrix between

two sets of behaviours (the artist and the observer) providing for a field of

psychic interplay which can be generative of multiple meanings, where the

firrul ,"rponribility for meaning lies with the viewer."3r I earlier spoke of the

dynamic enfolding of energy processes conjoining human, machinic systen:'

behaviors, interface, and environment through interaction. Such a field c:

interaction is central to the strategies in many of my works'

other writers have talked about fields of meaning. Brian Massumi in -:-

[Jser's Guide to Capitalism and Schizophrenia: Deviations from Deleuze ,z':.:

Guattarimakes the observation in terms of meaning production: "Meanl--

is Force: This gives us a second approximation of what meaning is: mor- ;
meeting between forces than simply the forces behind the signs. Force agai:*i

force, action upon action, the development of envelopment: meaning is ':
encounter of lines of force, each of which is actually a complex of on=
forces. The processes taking place actually or potentially on all sides c.-r----tl

be analyzed indefinitely in any direction."r2 The incorporation of difti-4
media-elements in a virtual volume presents a radical new sPace for mlal-

ing ..construction' and elucidation. Gideon May and I have loaded a ii--
base with polyvalent media variables. Differing spatial configuratio:'' rr

these media-elements evoke alternate understandings'
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ihe space of TheWorld Generatoris often virtually architectonic in nature.

r:cn Frazer writes about emergent examples of virtual architecture in An

V,,:lutionary Architecture. He describes another perspective on the employ-

r:ent ofthe notion of"fields":

Ihe idea of the field is not foreign to mainstream science, which uses the con-

::pt to explain gravitation, electromagnetism, and other phenomena that can

re perceived by their effect on matter, yet cannot be explained in terms of mat-

:er. Field phenomena are exhibited in objects with holistic properties, such as

a magnet or a hologram. A field is always whole. If a magnet is broken in two,

:ach half will produce it's own magnetic field. If a hologram is shattered, each

iragment will depict, not a shard of a three-dimensional image, but a com-

plete two-dimensional image. A field is mutually tied to the material in which

it is manifested. The history of the form is the history of the field. Every type

oimaterial form in the universe, from subatomic particles to the universe itself,

is conjectured by IRupertl Sheldrake to have an associated field, which guides

its formation and maintains its structure.33

-i is this dimensional holistic quality of a virtual environment that separates

:i ftom many past poetic forms. Thus the concept of "field" clearly relates

:o the notion of sets described above, where a series of fields (separate data-

rase variables) work together to form an emergent outcome through recom-

bination and interaction ? ) intra-octionby an engaged participant. We could

say that each sense contributes to the intermingling of these fields' Thus,

multimodal experience as well as the history of experience is central to the

evocation of the works.

N. Katherine Hayles speaks about fields of meaning in The Cosmic Web.

She has articulated her approach to the use of "fields" as abstracted from

physics, directly relating to those suggested by Ascott:

The field concept, as I use the term, is not identical with any single field formu-

Iation in science. For the men and women who work with the various scientific

field models from day to day, they have specific meanings and applications.

The term "field concept," by contrast, draws from many different models whose

features are isomorphic and hence are characteristic of twentieth-century

thought in general. The only way to approach a satisfactory understanding of

the field concept is to examine and compare a wide range of phenomena that

embody it. . . . Perhaps most essential to the field concept is the notion that

things are interconnected. The most rigorous formulations of this idea are
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found in modern physics. In marked contrast to the atomistic Newtonian idea

of reality, in which physicai objects are discrete and events capable of occurring

independently of one another and the observer, a field view of reality pictures

objects, events and the observer as belonging inextricably to the same field;

the disposition of each, in this view, is influenced-sometimes dramatically,

sometimes subtly, but in every instance-by the disposition of the others.3a

I have been particularly interested in the way meaning arises through

dynamic interaction with media-elements and processes. I see this as always

involving a form of meaning summing that defines a field of fields, includ-

ing the participant, the environment, the interface system) media processes

and the media-elements explored through interaction. The field concept

is particularly useful in talking about The World Generator / The Engine of

Desire (ry96-present).

In particular , The World Generator seeks to provide a place to reflect on

the combinatoric and projective qualities of thought as it intermingled with

matter/energy processes and experience.3s It also seeks to provide a platform

for exploring an expanded linguistic form of media authorship.

TowARD A NE\^/ LINGUISTICS

The World Generatorbegins to approach the potentials of a new linguistics.

If we look at the meaning of the word "language," we can see the media-

elements in the work functioning as language-vehicles. The system includes:

. Standard text, both written and spoken.

' Poetic text rendered in a 3D virtual environment'
. Images, both still and time-based, exemplifring the following sectioil

of the definition of language-any means of expressing or

communicating, as gestures, signs, animal sounds, and so on.

' Music-also exempli4'ing any means of expressing or communicatins.

as gestures, signs, animal sounds.
. Computer code that exemplifies the particular words or phrases oi

a profession, group.

For each ofthese strands of"language" use, we necessarily develop our ol'--
perceptual understanding. In the techno-poetic environment of The I|o'. '

Generator, these language-vehicles can be enfolded and modify or quai:-

one another. We draw on our understanding of each separate "langua'.=-

use within a particular context and dynamically sum up out perceptions : -
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:::-'.'e meaning. A particular branch of linguistics begins to approach this

:. -,-ept-Integrational Linguistics as defined by Roy Harris and George

- -rl'

-,13 take the term intergrationalism to allude to a recognition that what makes

::r utterance (or any other form of expression) language is not its conformity

:r ihe requirements of a code but its function in integrating other human activ-

-:ies, that integration being what makes communication between one human

:eing and another possible. The same applies, furthermore, not only to 1an-

:uage, but to all modes of human communication. For contrary to what is

:ommonly assumed in orthodox linguistics, there is not a sharp dividing line

:eparating language from other modes of communication, or linguistic behav-

:or from non-linguistic behavior. For human beings a sign is a sign because it

ias an integrational function in the particular circumstance which it occurs,

rnd when voluntarily produced by human agency its production is always a

.reative act on the part of one or more individuals acting in a certain situation.

\\'tratever we recognize as a linguistic sign (by whatever criteria seems appro-

priate to the occasion) is always a non-linguistic sign as well. The two are

never mutually exclusive. Human beings do not inhabit a communication space

rvhich is compartmentalized into language and non-language, but an integrated

space where all signs are connected.3T

-: is just such an "integrated" space that The World Generator seeks to oper-

.:tionally articulate. In fact, in particular, it seeks to be a meta-meaning space'

eremplifring the above notion that all signs are connected' that they are
"integrated through social action" and function in unity with the partici-

pant.38 Recombinant poetic works seek to expand such notions via the poten-

,ialities of computer-based and computer-mediated-meaning production

spaces. One can project a future in which a person can seamlessly draw on

vast databases and the resources of ubiquitous computing in real time to aug-

ment ongoing language/meaning production with various media-elements

and processes.

SU M MARY

In The World Generator, lhe aesthetic is directly tied to what is loaded into

the system (or addressable as part of the system). This includes the media

variables as well as a series of operational coded structural strategies. The

aesthetic is also derived through operative media processes inherent to the

work as well as the interface that enables dynamic interaction. Growing out
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of this database work is the potential of combining digital databases with

linked physical spaces. This is a central strategy to more recent sensing tech-

nologies and ubiquitous computing as well as the production of augmented

reality.
The probability of the aesthetic of certain kinds of events arising through

interaction is central to the work. I have defined a particular spatial media

vocabulary of potential recombinanc e. The World Generator empowers the

participant to disrupt and explore/redefine combinatorial strategies through

direct engagement and personal interaction facilitated by the various sys-

tems. Interaction arises in a gamelike manner. In extending Wittgenstein's

notion of language game described in his Philosophical Investigations,3e this

work provides an expanded "integrational" linguistic pattern flow game.

The operative-ness I have explore d in The World Generator is reflected in

the following concerns:

r. The potential positioningof variable media-elements or processes.

z. Contextualization, decontextualization, and recontextualization of
media-elements.

3. Editing modules of time-based media: (a) substitution of linear

time-based modules, (b) Iayering of sound or the calling up of
alternate sound modules, and (c) automated Sorting via encoded

classification (code tags).

4. Manipulating media-elements in virtual space-the Participant
potentially brings about: interpenetration, juxtaposition, and

aesthetic alteration of media-elements through interaction with the

following categories of "operative" processes: (a) poetic construction

processes, (b) navigation processes, (c) processes related to authored

media-behavior, (d) navigation processes' (e) editing processes'

(f) abstraction processes, (g) automated generative processes'

(h) processes related to distributed virtual reality' and (i) change

processes of a semirandom nalvre.

5. Navigation as an operative metaphor for moving through, selecting'

and/or triggering choice media-data.

6. Specificity of interaction as mode of content generation.

I have earlier (in my dissertation) coined the term cyber-polysemic space lo

refer to these differing media-conglomerate technological settings arising

in a virtual environment. These spaces explore the notion of a new multi-

dimensional linguistic environment as exemplified within a performatir-e
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-=Jia-space populated with mutable assemblages of media-elements and

:::,;esses.

-{ "constructed context" arises through dynamic interaction:

. as a by-product of interactive ?) intra-active Poetic-construction
processes

. through navigation and temporary perspective

. through time-based viewing

. through subsequent reflection related to a remembered context

. through external conceptual framing and/or alternate versions of
works

-:. Tlrc World Generator, rhe mutable nature of context is brought to light
::rough some form of inter-authorship and/or interaction e+ intra-action

: n the part of the "vuser" (viewer/user), or what I have more recently called
':r1user" (multimodal user). In particular, this work explores the dynamic

:.rture of meaning-becoming. The interactive exploration of the database

::sthetic enables a form of meta-meaning production that is central to my
-,'.'ork.

\Ve continue to approach meaning production when we know at best that
,\'e can only illuminate such processes by pointing (as Wittgenstein sug-

.ests). It becomes imperative to develop new technological/poetic systems

:Lr explore emergent meaning production as well as new strategies that are

,'nabled through the potentials of the database aesthetic as exemplified in

J.ecombinant Poetic works to better "point" at meaning production.

NOTES

l. See Susan Leigh Star and Geoffrey C. Bowker, "Sorting Things Out: Classification

:nd Its Consequences": http://weber.ucsd.edu/-gbowker/classification/'At this site, we

lresent the introduction, first two chapters and concluding chapters of our book on

;lassification systems published by MIT Press in 1999." (This reference arises out of a

discussion with Sha Xin Wei on boundary objects.)

2. Claude Berge, Principles of Combinatorlcs, trans. John Sheenan (New York: Aca-

demic Press, t97t), t-3.
3. Richard Hamilton and Ecke Bonk, "The Typosophic Texture," in Politics/Poetics:

D ns Burch Zur D o cumenta X (Ostfi ldern-Ruit: Cantz Verlag, 7997), 30 9'
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